Attention mechanism has been an indispensable part of Visual Question Answering (VQA) models, due to the importance of its selective ability on image regions and/or question words. However, attention mechanism in almost all the VQA models takes as input the image visual and question textual features, which stem from different sources and between which there exists essential semantic gap. In order to further improve the accuracy of correlation between region and question in attention, we focus on region representation and propose the idea of feature enhancement, which includes three aspects.
Introduction
As a recent surge of interest, Visual Question Answering (VQA) comes as an interesting and promising task which produces meaningful results by processing and fusing the visual and textual data, involving the areas of computer vision, natural language processing and artificial intelligence. Concretely, it takes an image and a corresponding natural language question as input, and outputs the answer about it, of which the question can be as easy as asking the category of an object, or as hard as asking the reason of a phenomenon [Ren et al., 2015a; Antol et al., 2015; Goyal et al., 2017] . In a nutshell, VQA requires deep analysis and understanding of image and question, including image recog- * Corresponding author nition, object localization, attribute prediction, text tokenization, word representation, and even object counting, knowledge inference, etc [Malinowski et al., 2015; Fukui et al., 2016; Xiong et al., 2016; Andreas et al., 2016; Wu et al., 2016] . The solution of VQA problem will be a great progress in approaching the goal of Visual Turing Test, and will also be conductive to relevant tasks e.g. image captioning [Xu et al., 2015; Lu et al., 2017] , image-sentence retrieval [Karpathy and Fei-Fei, 2015; Nam et al., 2017] , etc.
To capture fine-grained information for deeply understanding images, a vast array of VQA models explore the locationrelated visual representations, by dividing the image into multiple grids or region proposals. Attention mechanism [Xu et al., 2015] provides a way of capturing question-relevant regions and representing desired visual information accurately. Concretely, it takes as input multiple region representations and a question representation, calculates the correlation values between them, where larger value denotes that the corresponding region is more relevant to the question. Due to the ability of capturing image regions, attention mechanism has become a standard configuration of VQA models [Shih et al., 2016; Kim et al., 2017] . Seeing that the bottom-up region proposal (e.g. Faster R-CNN [Ren et al., 2015b] ) captures more meaningful image regions which are not limited to gridded regions or objects with closed curves, we resort to this mechanism used in bottom-up attention model [Anderson et al., 2018] , which has demonstrated great success on image captioning and VQA tasks, for finergrained visual representation in our attention model. However, the input features of attention models stem from different modal data. Specifically, the visual features usually come from CNNs trained on ImageNet [Deng et al., 2009] image data, and textual features are from word embedding models [Pennington et al., 2014] which are pre-trained on language corpora such as Wikipedia corpus. There is an essential semantic gap between them, which is often overlooked by attention-based methods.
To remedy this problem, we focus on the region representation in attention and propose the idea of feature enhancement, which includes three aspects as follows. (1) From an intuitively more plausible perspective, we take advantage of the semantic representations of image regions, e.g. the category or attribute labels. Since the semantic representation of a region is more abstract and has higher-level informa-tion than the visual one, it could handle semantically more complicated questions. (2) Due to the monotony and information shortage of semantic representation, we supplement it with features from different hierarchies, i.e. the visual representation, which contains more detailed information. Thus it deals with questions about attributes or fine-grained types by providing whether the object is a red apple or a green one, while the semantic representation gives only the apple category. (3) We further refine the region representation using probabilistic semantic information, and achieve better performance. With these incremental feature enhancement mechanisms, we achieve state-of-the-art results of single model on VQA evaluation server without additional training data and rank second entry on the 2017 VQA test-standard leaderboard using ensemble models.
2 Related Work 2.1 Attention-based VQA Models
To tackle the problem of Visual Question Answering (VQA), deep understanding of the image is essential, and holistic image representation is insufficient to capture fine-grained information (e.g. spatial location, multiple objects and relationships) for answering the question. Attention mechanism (especially on the image) has been a standard practice for VQA, which is to select relevant image regions using the question representation. Attention-based models have demonstrated great success in VQA tasks [Shih et al., 2016; Zhu et al., 2016; . Fukui et al., 2016; Kim et al., 2017] use multiple attention layers or generate multiple attention maps to achieve multiple steps of reasoning or multiple glimpses on the image. [Shih et al., 2016] takes image region proposals and four binned semantic representations for question processed by Stanford Parser [De Marneffe et al., 2006] to produce an attention weight for each region proposal, however it only aims at object proposals with closed curve, which limits the detectability of meaningful regions. Recently, [Anderson et al., 2018] has proposed to compute attention at the level of objects and other salient image regions combining bottom-up and top-down attention. It extends the number of object categories from 200 to 1600 and is trained on the large Visual Genome dataset [Krishna et al., 2017] which contains dense annotations of objects, attributes, region descriptions, etc. These semantics-richer region representations greatly enhance the performance on image captioning and VQA tasks [Anderson et al., 2018; Teney et al., 2017] , which are adopted in our model.
Visual-Textual Embedding Methods
Due to the semantic gap existing between different sources (e.g. low-level image data and high-level text data), visualtextual embedding methods have been proposed to bridge or cross the gap [Frome et al., 2013; Karpathy and Fei-Fei, 2015] . The deep visual-semantic embedding model [Frome et al., 2013] maps the two embeddings to be similar using dot-product similarity. maps image and text into a common multimodal joint embedding space to unify these two embeddings. However, these two methods use holistic image representation, which is not applicable for deeper image understanding. [Karpathy and Fei-Fei, 2015] learns the correspondences between language and image region data and shows good performance on retrieval and image captioning tasks.
Feature Enhancement for VQA
As in attention-based VQA models, attention mechanism takes as input the question and every image region feature, and computes correlation values between them. After normalization, the resulting values (i.e. the attention weights) indicate the probability of question selection on the image regions. The visual feature is the sum of all these region features weighted by their attention weights, and is fed to later fusion with question representation.
However, the question and image region features are not in the same modality, since they are trained using different types of data, and intuitively there is natural inconsistency. Through our experiments, we have found that the inconsistency between distinct sources and different hierarchical features affects the effect of attention. Therefore, we propose the idea of feature enhancement, which includes three aspects to make the question and image region features more consistent, the first two aspects are illustrated in Fig. 1 (b-d).
VQA Model Overview
Our VQA model is a basic attention model based on bottomup attention model [Anderson et al., 2018; Teney et al., 2017] , but different in two aspects. Firstly, we focus on bridging the gap between visual and textual features in attention mechanism. Secondly, we do not include the output classifier pre-trained using extra word embeddings and Google image data due to unavailability, and several tricks (e.g. sigmoid loss) are not adopted. Our model contains 3 elementary parts illustrated in Fig. 1 , i.e. feature encoding, attention and feature fusion, and answer generation.
(1) In the feature encoding part, a question is first tokenized into a list of words and punctuations, then this list is trimmed or padded to have same length which is sufficient to express the meaning of question. The tokenized terms are represented by word embeddings (i.e. GloVe [Pennington et al., 2014] (2) In the attention part, we denote the region representation which is correlated with question representation to produce attention weights as R (a) and the region representation to be fused by attention weights as R (f ) , and models to be compared using different region representation pairs as R (a) /R (f ) . We compute the correlation value by (a) ) and that for region feature fusion (R (f ) ), where V and T denote visual and textual features. The numbers above arrows are the feature sizes. N is the number of answers, and k is the number of region proposals per image. The abbreviations "WE", "GRU", "W", "AttW" denote word embedding, gated recurrent units, linear mapping, attention weights, respectively. The symbols "Σ", "⊗", solid circle denote weighted sum, Hadamard product, non-linear function, respectively.
where f is the non-linear activation function, W C ∈ R g×d C , W V are trainable parameters and d C is the common embedding size, g is the number of glimpses. We employ two-headed or two-glimpses (g = 2) attention as suggested in [Fukui et al., 2016; Kim et al., 2017] since intuitively it captures different explainable attentive selections. The attention weights are obtained via α = φ(x), where φ is the softmax function. The visual feature is obtained by summing the region representations weighted by attention weights,
In the multi-modal feature fusion part, the visual feature v and the question representation q are mapped to a common space and fused via Hadamard product (element-wise multiplication) to get a fused feature f = (W) ⊗ (W v v).
(3) Then the fused feature is mapped through a linear layer and a softmax layer to produce the probabilities of the candidate answers a = softmax(W f f ), which are selected from the most commonly occurred answers in the training data.
V/V: Conventional Attention
In conventional attention mechanism, we use region visual features (V) in both attention obtaining (R In the following three sections, we will introduce mechanisms to enhance region features in attention and fusion.
T/V: Region Semantic Representation
Since the question words are encoded using word embeddings, it is easy and intuitive to represent each region as a semantic representation (T) in the same word embedding space to obtain attention weights by correlating with the question representation. Specifically, we predict the object label of a region and further represent it by a word embedding model such as GloVe [Pennington et al., 2014] . We denote the i-th region semantic representation as T i ∈ R d T , where d T is the dimension of the word embedding. For example, when asked "Where is the cat?", it is easier to correlate the question with a "cat" word embedding than a visual representation of a cat region of various cat breeds, postures, colors or illumination environments.
We keep the region feature to be fused unchanged (R (f ) i = V i ), which itself preserves much information of the region. And we denote the model with this mechanism as T/V.
TV/V and TV/TV: Representation Enrichment using Multi-Level Features
Since the semantic representation of an image region comes from the final layer of a CNN (and further represented by a word embedding), it provides more abstract and higher-level information. However, the information of a textual label itself is inevitably monotonous. The visual features in relatively shallow layer of CNN provide richer visual information like color, shape, etc. For example, when asked "How many black cats are there?", the visual representation provides necessary determinative information. Then the region feature used for producing attention weights is enhanced using the concatenation of semantic and visual representations (TV), i.e. R 
Therefore the model is denoted as TV/V or TV/TV according to the region feature used in weighted sum.
rTV/V and rTV/rTV: Semantic Representation Refinement
A region can be described by different words, which means it can be expressed by more information. Imagine a region which contains a pony and the correct label "pony" is not
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To improve the robustness of the semantic representation, we refine the semantic representation rT as the average of top-ranked m object label embeddings weighted by the output label probabilities β, i.e. rT i = m j=1 β j T j . To this end, a region can be described by the semantic-richer representation with a visual one, denoted as rTV/V or rTV/rTV.
We take the two-headed attention with rTV/rTV as our final accurate model. Each attention head produces a set of attention weights for the region feature summation, and the question representation is also mapped twice. The two features after feature fusion are concatenated for later answer generation.
Experiments
In order to validate effectiveness of our proposed model, we conducted extensive experiments comparing our featureenhancement mechanisms, existing reported results and some visualization results on the VQA v2.0 dataset.
Datasets
We trained our model and conducted comparative experiments on VQA v2.0 [Goyal et al., 2017] dataset. VQA v2.0 is distinct from the first version of VQA dataset [Antol et al., 2015] in that it balanced the question to have a pair of images which result in two different answers. This balanced version avoids the problem of predicting answer from question only and is almost twice larger than v1. VQA v2.0 provides question-answer pairs on MS COCO real images [Lin et al., 2014] and abstract scenes, and we follow the common practice to evaluate on the real images only, which are closer to real world application and there is automatic assessment on the evaluation server. 10 human-labeled answer annotations per question are provided for training and validation splits. The evaluation metric is min(N/3, 1), where N is the number of human-labeled answers consistent with the prediction.
Training Details
In our experiment, we employ two model versions, i.e. the basic attention (base-att) model and the double attention (double-att) model. The base-att model contains less training parameters for fast computation and verification experiments, and the double-att model is slow but more accurate.
The common part of both two versions. Given a question image pair, we first tokenize the question into words and punctuations and trim them to have a maximum length of 14 as adopted in [Teney et al., 2017] , which covers 99.47% complete questions in VQA v2.0. We use a 300-dim GloVe [Pennington et al., 2014] word embedding to denote a token item, as well as the semantic representation of a region. We take each word embedding as an input for each time-step of GRU, which has 1 hidden layer of size 512, and we take the 512-dim output of the final time-step as the question representation. We use the bottom-up attention model to encode the image and obtain 36 region visual features of size 2048. We employ L2-normalization on the visual features. The final layer for answer vector is of size about 3000.
We use hyperbolic tangent (tanh) as the non-linear activation function in our model. We use RMSprop optimizer with mini-batches of 512. The learning rate is initialized to be 3e-4 and kept fixed for the first 40 epochs, and is decayed every 10 epochs with a decay factor.
Difference. The main differences between two versions are the attention, dropout usage and learning rate changing manner. The attention weights are linear mapped from the combination of region and question representation. The base-att model takes the combination as the concatenation of both representations, while the double-att model first linear maps both representations to a common space with same dimension and takes the combination as the Hadamard product (element-wise multiplication) of the two representations. The base-att model produces one set of attention weights (one glimpse), and the double-att model uses two-headed attention (two glimpses). The base-att model uses dropout of 0.5 only after word embedding layer, before generating the attention weights and before generating answer, while the double-att uses dropout of 0.5 before every linear layer. The learning rate decay factor of two versions are 0.8 and 0.9, respectively.
Ablative Results
To verify the effectiveness of our proposed model, we compare our base-att model with respect to different feature enhancement mechanisms and report the accuracy on VQA v2.0 validation split in Table 1 . The "Overall" accuracy denotes performance on all the testing instances, while "Yes/No", "Number" and "Other" accuracies are performances on testing instances of different answer types. We demonstrate the experimental results over V/V, T/V, TV/V, TV/TV and the semantic representation refined ones. From Table 1 we see that using the region semantic representation in attention (i.e. T/V) instead of the visual one (i.e. V/V) promotes the overall accuracy, which proves that the semantic representation more consistently relevant to question performs better than the visual one in correlation with the question representation. And enriching the semantic representation using multiple hierarchical features improves performance consistently (i.e. TV/V and TV/TV), which demonstrates that enriched region representation contains richer information which handles better in attention and feature summation. Models using refined label consistently improve the performance over models using single label, showing that semantic representation refinement provides more precise representations. Note that we do not use extra Visual Genome data for training, and only use a single model without ensembles.
To demonstrate the effect of the cumulative ablations, we further illustrate the per question-type accuracy improvement (decrease in negative value) of base-att model with respect to different feature enhancement mechanisms over several outstanding question types on VQA v2.0 validation split in Fig. 2 . The legend denotes from A/B to X/Y (A/B-X/Y), from TV/TV to rTV/rTV (EnrichT), and from V/V to rTV/rTV (Integral).
From Fig. 2 , when we substitute the region visual representation for the semantic one (1.V/V-T/V) or enrich the visual representation using the semantic one (3.TV/V-TV/TV), we get performance improvement on questions asking about object(s), e.g. "Are there any", "Is that a", "Is there a", since the semantic representation gives directly the object label which is more consistent with the question representation. On the contrary, for questions asking about colors, e.g. "What color (is / are) (the)", the region visual representation plays a more important role in attention computation due to the consistent improvement when we enrich the region semantic representation using the visual one (2.T/V-TV/V). We lose the accuracy on these "color" questions when we enrich the visual representation using the semantic one (3.TV/V-TV/TV), probably because the single label brings interference information. But we gain some performance improvement when we refine the semantic label (4.EnrichT), which shows the robustness of semantic representation refinement. With all the feature enhancement mechanisms integrated (5.Integral), the vast majority of the question types get performance improvement, which demonstrates the effectiveness of our model.
Comparison with Existing Methods
We summarize our accuracy results of the double-att model on VQA v2.0 test-dev and test-std splits with existing methods in 
Qualitative Results
To illustrate the effect of our feature enhancement mechanisms, we list several samples with their attention weights on the image and predicted answers below by our base-att model with respect to different feature enhancement mechanisms on VQA v2.0 validation split in Fig. 3 . Since the attention weights are normalized to have sum of 1, we renormalize the weights to have maximum of 1 and minimum of 0.1 for better illustration. We can see from Fig. 3 that, the conventional attention mechanism (V/V) diverges on multiple regions (first example) or not focus on the correct regions (second example). While our models show focused attention regions (i.e. kite and kayak) and give correct answers. For the last sample, T/V, TV/V and TV/TV give a wrong answer, we speculate that this is because "frog" is an unseen label for our detector.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose the idea of feature enhancement to tackle the issue in attention mechanism of directly correlating region visual feature and question textual representation, which stem from different sources and between which exists the essential semantic gap. The feature enhancement includes three aspects, i.e. region semantic representation, representation enrichment using multiple hierarchical features and semantic representation refinement. The general idea of combining multiple hierarchical features in attention based methods can be applied to many tasks in multi-modal community. We improve the region representation and achieve better attentive effect and VQA performance, demonstrated by empirical experiments and visual demonstration on the largest VQA v2.0 benchmark dataset. Note that our model is trained without extra QA data and show competitive results.
As we find in our experiments, enhanced region features provide semantically more consistent and complementary information. But the counting, direction and optical character recognition (OCR) questions are still hard to solve. Our future works include utilizing more trained region representations, e.g. activities, attributes, relationships and integrating specialized modules. Qualitative results of our base-att model with respect to different feature enhancement mechanisms on VQA v2.0 validation split. We show samples using different feature enhancement mechanisms, and "Q", "A", "P" denote question, ground-truth answer, predicted answer, respectively. The correctly predicted answer is in green and the false one in red.
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